
. . I -- .- -Hea&zace -g& chromatography (HSGC) is a .&efd method foi the.analysis -. 
.of tra& +r&unds in sarQples that c&not be handle&with a syiinge or inv&e too 
x3any diEculties if -injected &th a syringe. However, as HSGC. requires expensive 
c&b+io$ an’automate$ inknment is e3sentid for rout+ work and also eliminate3 
prdblew related td c@$amination and sample carry-over. 

. . --:. Prtitid ex&npLs are given’ for the sensitivities @at can 6e achieved with 
%&ioriizatio~; eIectr+-capture- and nitr~~~+eci6c .detectors.. The quantitative 
&&siS@iquid and solid s&nples is $&cussed and emphas@ is placed on the quanti- 
..tativk determka tion of &onomers inpolynks. A new methdd, called “discontinuous 
:-gas extrhibn”, which- is uszfnl fqr the quankation of volatile compound3 in solid 
~~m&tter~~~&s&i~d briefly as an alternative method that can & used ifthe static head- 
-Space’ anal&s fails. 

: Z&ad-&pace an&& by gas chromatography (CC) is a familiar technique and 
‘: is widely &+I for samples -that otherwise vat be hanged with a sYr;nge, such as 

solids and f&r sampks that consist I&L&& of n&i-volatilk material. Such sample3 
couJd-biz izxtra&e&with a solvent, but as the comp+nds.f$tat are to be analyzed are 
vok&le& is obviously bet& to use 5 &s for &xtktion~md to combine the extraction 

,.step dire&ly- on-fine with t& .& separktion. A gas is- usrial.Q available in a higher 
1 $.ki~~~&an a&$ Ji@d-s6lvent and &en& probiti- 4th trace impurity interferences 
i Fre a@ded,~ap&t%%om the fact that a gas does.tiot ca& a s~lventpeak with a solvent 

~~%aii in thkchr+na~ogram.. . : 
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cc&nt of ydf~tig~ jY&i? resultig ch;dmaed&arn +Qrise& tlie’co-&~~tio&~iit’the 
gas phse~ but Sy ciretidcaE6rati~on it is a&o @&s&e th &&us%e~~ti~&ncen+&on -_ 
ofeach compound irn%aE? present in tl& sampIe. Ft GEows t@t_every a_u&tii6ve 
anafysk by &ad-space gas chromatography <jGLZ recj_*& muc@ more-cajT6ration 
work thannormal GC analysis, and there&-e an automatedius~mmetit is desirabi< 
for this app%ation. :me ad&tionaE expense 0fcalZuation ~&or&43 be @rstiF&& on@_ if 
2 series of sampfes were sul’asequentl’y anafyzed umfer consG5ut ConciXonS, v&c& 
agam po&ts to automa_tTon. &itomat;ion m thG respect, however; does not -m&n the 
simpe mechani%ation ofa manual operation, but better precrsron and accuracy. For 
this reason. an electropneumatic dosing systkmhas been used i&stead-03~a gas-tight 
syringe in all the apj&cations described in this paper, because such syringes show 
undesirable memory effects, which are always a nu&ance, parGz&arFy for trace 
am&&s& 

This electropneumatic dosing system, -which is an accessory of the Perkin- 
Elmer F42 gas chromatograph, has been described by Jentzsch el ai.’ and Kolb? It 
is not only a well accepted device fof forensic blood alcoho! analysis, hut it also works 
equally well for trace analysis in the parts per million and billion ranges because any 
contamjnation by condensation or adsorption is avoided. This paper considers the 
~malytical aspects of HSGC with this particular in&i-unrent, thermodynamic ap&ca- 
tions having been discussed in a previous paper2. It is, however, not intended to give 
a comprehensive review of HSGC and the interested reader should consult, for 
example, papers by Binde?, Vitenberg ei al.” and Kolbs. 

HEAD-SPACE ANALYXS OF LIQUID SAMPLES 

When an aliquot of the head-space gas is dosed, the resultant peak area (A,) 
Irom a compound i is -a measure of the amount of this compound in the gas space 
above the sample and is thus proportionat to its partial vapour p&sure, pI1: 

A, = Cl p-*i (r) 

So far, only a simple gas analysis is concerned here, and as a result the sample bottle 
used for HSGC can in fact be used as a simple-gas sampling tube,- particulariy for 
collecting ga% samples at various location%, as these bottles can be conveniently 
evacuated by plrcing a septum neeche through the rubber septumand tipply%g a 
vacuum. .T&ese evacuated botties can-be filIed ~Tth an-& sampleat any Kocation t’or 
envi3omnentaE control sGn@y by +rcmg the septum 6th -a septum needle. ~The 
chromatogram in Kg. TI shows the anaEysFs ofsuch @ ai? SampIe with E ppm oFv&yr 
chiotide monomer together with others -unidentified aiYr pollutants. 1 

.The result &such a head-space &tafys~~ in the GXJII ofthe gas composition, 
may aiTs0 be sufEc&nt When the composition of an aroma, for exam& I:s to be cK&er- 
n&n4 an.4 S~G63-VZM~ used for this purpose. &fore t’reqrrent, hiowever,- I’s tie. tast of-& c < 

rmmmgthe c.one&&a6on of?& compOnent.sm t@5-sampEe f&eE %Gs is~ 
aIs0 rZasi6ie~ as* parrMy^cpo~~ pre+z_ among oak pargm&ers, iS &&tic&* o&i 
tie c%ncentra&on 0rXat part&u&r cornponer$ $n the sam@Te~.-F*m _&eEa$e uum5er 
or32os%& exam@* a &ary Eo_ti-dm603rre w% be &on%&e~~ast&e $GnpGz$t m&e~ 
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--as si&ar is poSsi6Ie tb the compound that-is ta be deter-m&d, in order to achieve 
sin&r mtetiofeCular~ interact&&s and thus a sin&r eE&t on the partiaf vapour 

+ssur& of b&h &empo?Inds. 
- @j Then cojmp.c&im of the ma&i is unknown, ami it is also not avidable in 

am puk mfiwm IQ such a case, the CaIZ~~tion can be carried out by the method of 
knownaddition, Zrt which the sample is amdyzz twice, with the ad&ion of a known 
amount of-the compound~to bng of the two~samples. The increase in the peak area 
thus corr&p&is to the amount added and permits the c&uIation of the original 
concentration. 

The use of an intern& standard in HSGC for the quantitative analysis of a 
multicomponent mixture is possible, provided that not only the temperature of the 
samples but also the matrix does not change for ail the samples, as each compound 
again must be @brated under the same conditions with respt to the concentration 
of sudh an intemai standard. The resulting factor, usuatfy known as the detector 
response factor, now includes, however, not only the difference in the detector response 
but also the differences in the partition of each compound and thus aJ.l of the relevant 
experimental conditions, and the method with an interred standard should therefore 
be applied carefully in HSGC with these limitations in mind. 

Prqcticd application of HSGC to liquid sampies 
The basic relationship in eqns. 3 and 4 makes a quantitative an&is by 

HSGC very simple, provided that the sample is a liquid, because it is easy to prepare 
a calibration mixture from the pure compounds as discussed above. The sensitivity 
with which a certain compound is determined depends on its partial vapour pressur6 
and thus on alI of the parameters expressed in eqn. 3. If in trace analysis the highest 
possible sensitivity is required, the following aspects should be taken into account. 

Increasing the absolute amount of sample in a head-space bottle does not 
improve the sensitivity, as it is the concentration of a compound in the gas phase that 
is in fact determined, and not the total amount of that compound in the bottle. For a 
liqluid sample, the concentration in the gas phase is related to the concentration in the 
liquid phase by the partition coefficient, and changing the volume of sample in the 
bottle does not change the concentration of that compound in the sample. Hence the 
v#nne of sample is determined mainly from practical considerations, such as ease of 
handling the sample with syringes or pipettes. 

-Improvements in sensitivity can be achieved by increasing the temperature of 
the sample. Thus, as a rough rule, an increase in temperature of about 30°C doubles 
the peak height. This is not as much as might be expected, because in general the 
sample-temperature should not exceed lOO”C, mainly owing to chemical reactions 
such as o_xid.ation and hydrolysis, which are likely to be initiated in the environment 
of air and water with most natural samples. The application of higher temperatures 
in polymer analyses ~22 be discussed later. 

- The partial vapo=ur pressure of a compound can be increased and hence its 
de&ion limit improved by changing the activity coefhcient, e-g_ by a salting-out effect. 
This efEct is particulariy usef@ for compounds that form strong hydrogen bonds in 
-aqUeons sohnions,~ sucbas phenols or fatty acids. it has been four& that the detection 
limit for volatile fatty a@ds in water can be improved by a factor of IO-20 by adding 
sulphuric acid @3yJ to give a pK of less than 1 in the solution and by the salting-out 
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The pracGA example- givezn in Fig. 3 is nuf represent+ive of the sensitivity 
that czm be achieved with a &me-ionization detector (nD). Depending on the 
pa?amet,ers &tied above, less pdar compounds with higfier vapour pressures can 
-be dete rmined Mth a sensitivity several orders of magnitude higker. Such an example 
iS -shown in Fig. 4, which demonstrafes the analysis of some aromatic hydrocarbons 
in water that-had been polluted with gasoline. Tke concentr&ions were found to be 
170 ppb for benzene and 390 ppb for toluene, and thus the detection limit for both 
compounds wodd b& about 20 ppb. 

Pr&tii~~ exmp~e.9 of &%k I& m ECD 
Corppounds -with strong. ekctron-captwe pro~$e&s, such is kalogenated 

h&ocarbons and &ketones, have found interesting application in &ad-spati analysis 
usin& as&CD. Hetid;space analysis _is carried out preferably -witk tke original sample 
without a&y clean-upi- &d-t%% 2 result mainly aqueous so!utions suck as beverages or 
E@$ &ids-‘a&- investig&t& .Tke proper choiq of the ECD is Avery important in 
ordir -Jo- ayoid deterioration- of the .ia&oactive source by watt% ~2p~r. 3J%ium- 
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Fig. 6. Headspau~~analysis of d&&ones in beer. Instnm&t: Perkin-E!mer F-&I with Nih3 ECD 
(1 met); 2 m x. 1jX in. s-me1 packed col& wit& 5 % &.rbowax 2OM on Ckromosorb G 
:(c! mesh) at 60 “C (iitkrmal). SampIe, 1 ml of beer at SO “C. Attenuation, x 16. 1 = Diacetyl 
(CL06 mgfl); 2 = pentase-Z3-dione (0.05 m&l)- 

Apart from this special application to beer analysjs, ail other volatile com- 
g&&c+ in beer, such as fuse1 oils and other carbonyl compounds, have also been 
analyzed by NSGC with au FID6=‘2s1”. 

Practical examples~of USGC with a nitrogen-specific derector 
: The chromatogram in Fig. 7 shows the result of a head-space analysis of a dis- 

persion from an acry~omtrile copolymer with both the. FID and a phosphorus- and 
nit&g~n-specific detect& @I’D). By using z &em splitter after the column, both 
cbro~@o&ams Were recorded simultaneously with a dual-pen recorder. A comp2rison 
-of.the two chromatograms demonstrates clearly that the FID is not suitable for the 
analysis of the acry~oriitriie monomer in such a complex mix%re. The linearity of the 

:. a&y~onitr&concentration with the peak height has already been demonstrated in 
Figi 21 -- 

Even very polar .compounds, such as the amphetankes, can be analyzed di- 
redly from .&ne sample-by HSGC with such a nitrogen-specifk detector, and the 
~uiine &ibg xyd difectl~ withf3ut extraction. It is. necessary only to make it alkaline 
bj-adding & h d so‘ ‘urn y roxidei The cbromatogram in Fig. 8. shows as an example the 
analysis of 0.7~g/mI of amphetamine in urine. ~. . . . 

‘%&D&kE ANAI;YSIS OF~SOUD SM@LES 
. ._ .:- : 

” ‘@+l.iq&i. sa$lc& have been c&&lered3n the examples above. As already 
’ -in&~~jjoned, .stit-$r &m@es: a&~e&y ~t.&andIe and :the ueces& cejibraticjns are ir--- 

~&&i&$h&~t~pro61~. -. &kt.ion, .ho%ever, is- differeut if solid samples are 
.‘. @&r&by: RSGC a+d ‘s&never pssi~le : such. solid samples &ouW always be. 
.. &.&&~~&&&on~ ,-; .. _. -. :. ,.~ ..- I-. : :. 
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Fig. 7. &ad-space analysis of acrykxxitrile monomer from a dispersion of an acrylor@i!e copolymer. 
I: Perk&Elmer F-K2 with FID + P&MD; 2m x i/4 in. @asp packexi c-olumn with 10% 
IlEGS on CFcomosorb A, AW, at 7io”C (kotF!ermal~, split 1: i affr the cohm~ S&r&e, -X mK at 
80°C. Attenuation: FID, x32; PND, x64. Compone&, 2p&/ml of acry~onitribmonomex 



The c&om&ogrzm in Fig. 9.sIUws a cut from a series of repetitive analyses of 
ion con~ai&g 0.6 ppm. (w/w) of vinyl ckloride‘morromer in dimetkytaceetamide. 
&-atiiotiatid -back-flusk accessory, the peak of the dimethyfacetamide was ST- 

er each an.alys& Tke precision of five repetitive analyses expressed as .::e 
znd&d deviation &as 1.4 yO at the l- ppm leveh. 

6 vc 

- 
min8 S 4 2 0 

ce ax&& if- vinyl chloride &owner solution with back-flushing. ExPdument: 

$2 wit& hack-fhish a ccessory; 2 x O.S,m s~+nks-stce1 packed columns with Chro- 
C-ZOt? mesh) at I tO*C (isothermal). Sample,. t ml .of a s&&ion containing 0.6 ppm 
loiide mOnom&in dimeU&cetamide at !XPC, Attenua~on, x I. The tracing at the 
h &romz&grsn~ indiite sampte n&&r.~ _. 

:. .- 

,ocedye can &used for-the &xtlysis of ail .types .of PVC, &gardless 
i. pow<er+ resin,’ pelI$s,lfoif or. fin.isI%d p$odutits; sod the detection 
&%wmined:fo be-about 50 fipb. (w/FY)~~~ T&e caiibratioq is carried out 
rof vin$ chloride m&@mer.(VC) & $I& a solirent and such caIibration 
‘ea.&~b-be .m@&ufi by in.e&tig .a qqt@n -voI&e -of rC# x’ VC gas into 
Uecj ti.m~I&Sy with-the S,o&mt. .witho~t any remaiqing .&s space. ‘&Xe 
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as to cover tie total concentratllbn range. With s.E.ght mo&%ations, tis procedure 
can be adopted fir every polymer material r^or wEiih a &&SSe solvent.c&t he Emnd. 

The use of”a solvent,_ h&ever,_ Srodnces the d%adv&age that the sample is 
fir&& diIutedS usuzdly by a factor ofS-l@I,~ rZYSi%Xl~~ soIutions can-be&de up, de- 
pending pn the SoIubiIity ofthe polymer. As a result+ the detection Em% deteriorates 
by the same factor. Ifthe~highe& pos&le sensitivity is re&.iired; the use ofsolvents 
shot@ therefor be avoided. According to Eehrens ed aLmz this is possrZ&e for finery 
powdered polymer material ifthe polymer is heated aWbove its glass transition pomt, 
which is about 85% for PVC. At this temperature, the amorphous poIymet or the 
amorphcus portion of a semi-crystalline .polymer changes from-a rigid glass to a 
rubberlike state. As a result, not only is-the diffusion of small molecules.such as the 
mlonomer in the polymeric matrix rapidly enhanced but also the motion of polymer 
segments of about 20-40 &bon atoms is possible owing to the availability of fr’ee 
volume. At temperatures below the- glass transition, these free volumes are ‘-‘frozen 
in” and most of the monomer is included in these holes. Thus, the amount of the mo- 
nomer is determined below the glass transition point by norm& dissolution that f&l- 
lows Henry’s law, in addition to a so-called “hole fihing cuntribution”, according to 
Behren@. Above the glass transition point, the amount of the monomer that is in- 
cluded in these holes is suddenly liberated and the remaining monomer is normally 
dissolved in the polymer and thus follows Elenry’s law, which in any event is the basis 
of every quantitative head-space analysis. 

Behrens et a1.16, for exampXe, found that the release of VC from a finely 
powdered PVC sample was completed in about 10 rein if the sample was heated at 
90°C. A typical example of such an analysis is shown in Fig. 10. The sample was a 
fmely powdered PVC resin (4 g) with a content of 0.4 ppm (w/w) of VC monomer. 
The detection limit that can be achieved with this procedure’: is about 1 ppb and the 
analysis time can be even shorter, as shown in Fig. 9, as no further solvent peak must 
be back-flushed. Quantitative calibration is carried out either by determining Henry’s 
constant under the prevailing condition@ or by using a reference sample that has first 
been quantitatively analyzed by the method of dissolution. 

This procedure can be applied to every kind of polymer material that has a 
suitable glass transition point, provided that it is sticicntly fine, but it is less satis- 
factory for pellets or fused samples owing to the very long equilibration times, de- 
pending on the thickness of the particles. 

Head-space analysis of aabrption mate&i 
It is a common technique in environmental control to collect a sample of air 

pollutants first by adsorption on, for example, activated charcoal, and to analyze it 
after descrption either by thermal desorption or by replaceme& with a solvent such 
as carbon disulphide. HSGC now offers an interesting means of automating at least 
the Iast step ofthis proadure, the analysis of the adsorbed compounds, as desorption 
and analysis can be carried out on-ii& in ~ffie &ass bc+tK,t’the head-@ace &E&U- 
ment. If the charcoal, for example, is transferred from the %zoll&ion tube into the 
glass bottle for head-space analysis, an additional calibration becomes ne&ssary in 
order-to compensate for the gas adsorption equiiirium. This additional calibration 
eflbrt can be cotiderable and is worthwhile on& if a large number of samples can 
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Fig. 10. Head-space analysis of O-4 ppm (w/w) of vinyl chloride monomer from a PVC-sample 
Instrument: Perk&Elmer F-40 with FLD; 2 m x l/S in. strrinless-se1 packed column with 0.4% 
Ca&~wax 150i) on Ckrbopack A at 110°C (is&wmal). Sampie, 4.0 g of PVC resin at 90°C. Repro- 
duced with kind permission of N. k Sebestyen”. 

then be analyzed automatically, as reported by Lindner and Lange@, who carried 
out 10,OUO quantitative analyses of QichloroethyIene in the environment of workers 
by the combined method of charcoal tube adsorption followed by automatic HSGC 
of the charcoal. 

The calibration problems, however, are considerably simpliGed if the desorp- 
tion is effected by replacement with a solvent. Bencsathlg reported the determination 
of air pollutants at concentrations of 10-2-10~ ppm. The Grst step of the procedure 
was adsorption on 400 mg of charcoal, which, after transferring it into a head-space 
bottie, was desorbed by adding 2 mi of a suitable solvent. The desorbed compounds 
were dissolved and analyzed by HSGC in which this procedure is based on the fact 
that aromatic hydrocarbons are strongly adsorbed preferabiy on activated charcoal 
and consequently high-boiling aromatic compounds are used for this purpose, such as 
tetrahydro@aphthalene, benzyl alcohol and hem@ esters. Even benzene and toluene 
are nearly quantitatively desorbed after f h. This procedure has the advantage that 
the adsorption equilibrium, which is di&ult to calibrate, is replaced by a partition 
equilibrium that can easily be calibrated as outlined above. The charcoal suspended 
in the solvent then has no further influence on the equilibrium between the liquid and 
the &s phase. 

This procedure seems~to be suitable for a high throughput of samples if carried 
out 6ith azx automated head-space instrument, including a back-flush system to re- 
move the large solvent peak rapidly. 

AmIysis of r&dual solvents in pin ted foils 
PEinted f&Is that are used as packaging material for food items contain 

usually trace-amounts of solver&, which may Shence the taste of t&e foodstuff. The 
sample l&re is neither soluble tier sufficiently Gnely powdered to allow for “dry 
m&&rementsy~ above-the glass transition point. NevertheIess, it is possible to obtain 
a satisfactory cbromato& from such a sample by HSGC, but owing tu calibration 
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